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AGENDA ITEM 62 

""'1·,4. 

THE QUESTION OF HEST IRIAN (UEST NEll GUINEA) (A/.361~4; A/C.l/1.19.3) (conU~) 

Mr. NOSEK (Czechoslovakia): At the request of twenty-one Asian and 

African copntries, the General Assembly is once again seized of the question of 

Uest Irian. ~J:!his is so bec8.use all attempts to arrive at an agreement on this 

question, repeatedly discussed in tpe United Nations and elselvhere during the 

past years, have brought no results. 

The Czechoslovak delegation had already emphasized repeatedly at previous 

sessions of the General Assembly that it considered Indor.esia 1 ~ claims as just and 

from the point of view of internatione.l law as fully justified. Hest Irian, as a 

part of the former Netherlands East Indies, as confirmed by the Netherlands 

Constitutions of 1922 and 1948, un0.oubtedly fnllo within the provisions of the 

Charter of Transfer. of Sovereignty concluded at the so-called "Round-Table 

Conference11 in 1949. It is regrettable that up to now the Net.herlands has 

failed to fulfil its obligation regarding ;iest Irian to the effect that the qpestion 

Of its political status vould be settled by direct negotiation With Inc1onesia. 

Th~ colonial regime is untenable and unacceptable in any form and under any 

pretext. Therefore, also, any r~asons adduced in support of its survival on a.ny 

territory are unacceptable to us. 

~ie agree with the posi tipn of the Government of Indonesia that Hest Irian is 

an integral part of Indonesia. This is supported by considerations of a historical, 

political. and legal nature, as the representative of Indonesia so aptly explained 

yesterday. The unification of Hest Irian With Indonesia Will serve the Wellbeing 

of its people, whose development had been of so deplorably little concern to the 

colonial regime, as was repeatedly attested. 
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The reason it has been impossible so far to achieve agreement on this 

question is to be found in the fact that the Netherlands and other countries 

supporting it in this matter are not concerned "ivi th the interests of th~ people 

of 'Hast Irian but are t:;uided in their actions primarily by the interests of the 

imperialistic circles which have the utmost interest in seizing the natural 

wealth of 'Hest Irian. At the same tb1e, they look upon this terri tory e.s an 

a.dvantag~.ous strategic point which, according to their schemes, would fl t into 

the network of military bases end pacts in the areo. of southeastern Asia.. 

In this connexion, new feelings of anxiety were aroused, as the representative 

of Indcnesia pointed out yesterday, by the joint declaration of the Netherlands 

and Austrclia of 6 November of this year on their future policies in West Irian 

and Eastern Hew Guinea. R:Jports on shiJlllnents of arms to Hest Irian only render 

these ar:pno.h&ns.ions more acute. 

The e;ifort to solve <;LU:a:tions such as that of the political status of West 

Irian fror.1 the point of view of power and colonia.list interest is certainly a 

wrong ap~roach, and is merely proof of a lack of understandinG of the present 

epoch and of contemporary trends of developm~nt in international relations and 

human society in general., 

The peopl9 of West Irian, striving for unifico.tion with Indonesia, to which 

its country is tied by tr~citi~nul bonds of common historical development and 

common strugglE) for liberation from the colonial yol>:;:e J is not alone in its fight. 

Today, as the rep::.·esentati ve r.f C~ylon pointed out yesterday, its just struggle 

for the materialization of its right to national self-determination is inseparable 

from the :pm·.Terful nationsJ. J,.iberati on movaroont o:l the ru:.tions of Asia and Africa 

for the ac~ievemant of political and economic independence and the right of self

deterrainatioo as proclaimed by the spirit and letter of the Charter. 

The question of West Irian can be solved only if all national rights are 

acknowledged to its people. The people of West Irian will then be able to 

administer its affairs freely, develop its creative powers and utilize the natural 

wealth of its country to its own benefit -- provided it is set free from colonial 

dependence and united with the rest of the Indonesian people in a common 

independent State. Unanimous support tor Indonesia on the question of West Irian 

was expressed already in 1955 by all the twenty-nine Asian and African countries 

which participated in the Bandung Conference. 
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In the opinion of the Czechoslovak delegation, Indonesia's claim to 'Heat 

Irian is indisputable, and it is necessary that ivest Irian should be reunited 

as soon as possible with the rest of the Indonesian terri·bory, of which, as I 

have already stressed, it had always been an integral part. The Govern."'lent of 

Indonesia has amply prored its readiness to settle this question by negotiation, 

and thus • it is up to the other party not to refuse for ever the hand of 

negotiation that is offered. A successful solution of the question of West Irian 

would substantially enhance the peaceful development of international relations 

in the· entire area of southeastern Asia. On the contrary, any further delay in 

settling the question of Vlest Irian could only mean the continued existence of 

a dangerous hotbed of tension in that area. 

For all these reasons we deem it indispensable that the twelfth session of 

the General Assembly should adopt necessary and appropriate measures which could 

be conducive to a final settlement of this protracted contToversial issue, This 

is the more necessary in view of the fact that at the l~st session, because of the 

opposition of some delegations, it was not possible to adopt the proposed 

recommendations which could have faeilitated agreement, And it is still in fact 

one of the main tasks of our Organization to encourage all concrete efforts aiming 

at a peaceful solution of all outstanding issues. 

Czechoslovakia, whose people had sufficient eX);lerience throughout its history 

of the burden of foreign domination, has full understanding for the struggle of 

the people of 'Hest Irian for annexation to Indonesia. The Czechoslovak delegation 

will, therefore, support the draft resolution (A/C~l/L.l93) submitted by nineteen 

countries because it is convinced that the fulfilment of the recommendations 

proposed would be helpful in the just solution of the question of \'lest Irian. 

Mr. 'HALKER (Australia): It is- an unwelcome task for the Australian 

delegation to raise its voice in this forum to disagree with a country which is our 

nearest neighbour and indeed a close friend. Australia has shown on numerous 

occasions and in many ways -- both before Indonesia became fully independent and 

since then -- that it desires the stability and unity of Indonesia and nothing 

less than the best and most friendly relations with a country whose future and 

its own will inevitable be.closely linked. To all this the Government of Australia 
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attaches great significance, for it is embedded deeply in the hearts of our people, 

and especially, I might say, our young people. But there is this one serious 

difference of opinion between Indonesia and Au.stralia, for in considering the 

claims of Indonesia to the territory of Netherlands New Guinea the Australian 

Government cannot ignore the established principles of international law and the 

provisions of the United Na.f;;ions Charter. Nor can we shut our eyes to the 

interests and welfare of the three-quarters of a million people who live in .• 

western New Guinea. 

It is a matter of great regret to my delegation that the question of 

sovereignty over Netherlands New Guinea has again been brought before the General 

Assembly, and for the fourth time. This has been done despite the fact that.it 

is only a little over eight months since the Assembly rejected a draft resolution 

which, by supporting the Indonesian claim for negotiations, would have implied that 

Indonesia had made out a sufficient case to justify the holding of negotiations 

on its claim to Netherlands New Guinea. The Australian Government cannct accept 

the view that Indonesia has any such valid claim. Nothing has happened in 

Netherlands New Guinea since last February to justify the Assembly's taking any 

different view from that which it took then. 
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By new most delegations know a good dea.l a.bout Netherlands New Guj.nea. 

They know that its area is larger than that of many· independent countries that 

1 .. 

are Ivlembers of the United Nations. It is bigger, for instance, than such countries 

as JYialEi.ya; Ceylon or the Philippines. It is one of the most forbidding and ru~ged 

regions of the worldo Its hi3h mountains, rising to over 16,000 feet, as well as· 

the impenetrability of much of its jungle, have traditionally made communications 

in all the territory exc~edingly c'..ifficult and, in large areas, impossible. It 

is only with the advent of the aeroplane -- that, blessing of modern civilization 

that it has become practicable to make any regular contact with large tracts of 

the territory. Although Netherlands sovereisuty goes bac:): a long way, the 

establishment of a per:;:nanent Dutch administration t:1ere dates to little more than 

half a century ago. Like other tropical mountainous under-developed areas, it is 

sparsely populated. Of its estimated three-quarters of a million population, · 

most still live in small primitive communities and only half of them have ever 

had any contact with p80J:le outside their own tribes. Ethnologically and 

culturally· the people are of Papus.n stock. TJ.1eir etlmological links are with the 

people of eastern New Guinea and the islands of Melanesia rather than w·ith 

Indonesia. 

Political consciousness is virtually non-existent in Netherlands Nevr Guinea 

a fact which was recognized by the then Indonesian Prime Minister, and later 

Vice-President, Mr. Nohammed Hatta, in a statement on 25 November 1$49. In that 

statement Mr. Hatta said that the people of the territory was "with the exception 

of a very small group, incapable of expressing its political willn. There is 

no indigenous movement for independence or association with Indonesia or any 

other country; indeed, there cannot be at present, because the people are still 

unfamiliar, generally spealdng, with such political ideas as nationhood and 

independence. I am e,ware that the Indonesian Government claims that there are 

spokesmen for western New Guinea in Indonesia; but tb.ese people -- and they are 

very few -- are unrepresentative expatriates who have lon6 since lost any links 

they may once have had with the territory. 'l'hey represent no one but themselves. 

As the economic and social conditions of the terri tory develop and the population 

expands, there will be a gradual growth of political consciousness among the 

indigenous population of Netherlands New Guinea, but it will take time. 
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Meanwhile, without any indication of the wishes of tbe local population, the 

Assembly would be wholly wrong to endorse any course of action which would have 

the effect of denying the people of western New Guinea the opportunity, when they 

are ready, of determing their own political fut~re. 

The Netherlands Government has attacked with determination the formidable 

task of promoting the political, social and economic advancement of western 

New Guinea, with the objective of attaining conditions in which the people -vrill be 

able to express effectively their will as to their future. Let us not underestimate 

the difficulties of such a task, e-,iven the nature of the terrain and the extremely 

primitive state of the communities established there. The Netherlands Government, 

as we see it, has long been committed to principles and policies expressed in 

Chapter XI of the Charter. TLese provisions are well known to mP.mbers of the 

Committee, but I may be permitted to refer to them in this context since they are 

of very great importance in relation to the primitive people of Netherlands 

New Guinea. They include the following: 

The Netherlands Government -- and I quote from Article 73 of the Charter -

"recognise the principle that the interests of the inhabitants of these territories 

are paramount, and accept as a sacred trust the obligation to promote to the 

utmost, within the system of international peace and security established by the 

present Charter, the well-being of the inhabitants of these territories,. In 

furtherance of this general obligation, the Netherlands has accepted 

responsibilities under a number of specific heads. Under Article 73(a) they have 

undertaken "to ensure, with due respect for the culture of the peoples concerned 

their political, economic, social, and educational advancement, their just 

treatment, and their protection against abuses 11
• This is a policy to which the 

Netherlands Goverruaent has scrupulously adhered, and on which it has reported 

annually to the United Nations. Und.er Article 73 (b) the Nethei'lands has undertaken 
11 to develop self-government, to take due account of the political aspirations of 

the peoples, and to assist them in the progressive development of their free ••• 

institutions, acco:cding to the particular circumstances of each territory and 

its peoples and their varying stages of advancement". 
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Article 73(c) of the Charter commits the Netherlands "to further international 

peace and security" in so far as its administration in Western New Guinea is 

concerned. That is an important objective, against the bac1:ground of sorue recent 

discussion. I believe that anyobjective observer of the situation in NetherlanQ.s 

New Guinea will agree."that this undertal{ing is being fulfilled. Internally, the 

situation in the territory is completely quiet and normal, and, externally, the 

Dutch administration in Western New Guinea and the small military forces which they 

have stationed there represent a threat to nobody. I know that some Indonesian 

leaders have expressed the fear that Hettern New Guinea would be or was being used 

as a base against the Republic of Indonesia. I will only say that never has there 

been any credible evidence that this fear has the slightest justification in fact. 

If there were, the Security Council woulc1 be the pro:t1er place for the matter to be 

aired. 

In Article 73(d) of the Charter, the Netherlands has agreed "to promote 

constructive measures of development, to encourage research, and to co-operate with 

/j)ther Eembers of tl:.ce United Nation~ and, when and where appropriate, with 

t!l'ecialized international bodies with a view to the practical achievement of the 

social, economic, and scientific pnrposes set forth in this Article. 11 This is 

being done in many ways. Each year large sums of money are made available from 

the Netherlands budget. I woulCI. remind representatives that the retention of 

Netherlands Nevr Guinea imposes a net financial burden on the Dutch Treasury which 

I understand is about twenty million dollars each year; the Netherlands is 

participating, through the South Pacific Commission, in the promotion of research 

and other co-operative undertakine;s from which Netherlands New Guinea ·benefits; 

and co·operation in administrative matters of common concern has been goiD:g on 

with Australia for more than four years. Those are the 11 constructive measures of 

development", the encouracement of research and the co-operation. with other Members 

referred to in the Article. 

Finally, the obligations towards the United Nations which the Netherlands 

Government has accepted include the resular submission to the Secretary-General, 

under Article 73(e) of the Charter, of information relating to economic, social 

and educational conditions in Netherlands New Guinea. This is an important 
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obligation $nd one which the Netherlands Government has faithfully discharged. 

These reports, as Members of the General As~embly will know, have been.transmitted 

regularly e.nd they provide e. most valuable guide and barometer to conditions in 

the territory. The United Nations ia indebted to the Netherlands for the care 

e.nd thoroughness nth which these reports have been prepared. 
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These commitments have been voluntarily made by the Netherlands and are being 

faithfully and energetically pursued. They could not, however, be invoked if 

Netherlands New Guinea became an integral part of the Republic' of Indonesia· in 

the same way-- and I understood this to be the Indonesian intention-- as'Borneo, 
II I·· • 

Sumatra or the Moluccas, for instance, are part of the unitary Indonesian State. 

If this hs,:ppened, Indonesia would be in a position to reject any claim by the 

United Nations to receive information regarding the conditions of the :people in 

West New Guinea. And we believe that it is extremely important that the 

conditions of such a primitive and under-devel·yped people, who have now been 

launched on a long anC. impo:.~tant phase of devcJopment, should be kept under 

review by the United Nations. 1l'hat is the meaning of the Charter in this 

connexion. 

The Committee has already noted the •joint statement issued by the 

Netherlands Government and the Australian Government on 6 November 1957· This 

statement is, of course, fully consistent with the terms of Chapter XI of the 

Charter, to which I have been referring. It has, I know, aroused considerable 

interest among delegations since it appeared in the Press earlier this month • 
... -~ 

The agreed principles are as follows: ~- · ----"·"-

111. The Netherlands and Australian Governments base their policies 

with regard to the Territories of New Guinea, for which they are responsible, 

on the interests and inalienable rights of their inhabitants in conformity 

with the provisions and the spirit of the United Nations Charter. 

"2. The Territories of Netherlands New Guinea, the Australian Trust 

Territory of New Guinea, and Papua are geographically and ethnologically 

related and future development of their respective populations must benefit 

from co-operation in policy and administration. 

"3· The Australian and Netherlands Governments are therefore pursuing, 

and will continue to pursue, policies directed towards the political, 

economic, social and educational advancement of the peoples in their 

Territories in a manner which recognizes this ethnological and geographical 

affinity. 
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114. At .the same time, the two Governments will continue, and strengthen, 

the co-operation at present existing between their respective 

administrations in the Territories. 
11 5. In so doing, the two Governments are determined to promote an · 

. ur.interrupted development of this process until such time as the 

inhabitants of the Territories concerned will be in a positioL to determine 

their.own future." 

I should like to invite the attention of the Committee to each paragraph of 

the statement; all five are important. !n par+.tcular, the last of the five 

principles is of Sf8C:Lal interes"c in relation 1~o the question we are now 

considering. Hhat t~1e JJeth8rlands Government, for its pa1·t, is offering the 

people of Western Ne1·r Guinea is eventual self-determination. The joint statement 

further provides .that the policies of the Ne"..;herlands and Australian Governments 

will be such as to. prepare the people of Ne1-r Guinea politically, economically, 

socially, and educationally for the day uhen, throughout the different parts of 

the Isla.nd, they will be able to determine their own future. Hhen that time 

comes, their choice must be a free one. We believe that that applies to the 

pepple of West New Guinea as well as to the rest of the people. This joint 

statement of our two Governments is a solemn undertaking of a long-term policy 

nature, based on a recognition that the interests of the people of the whole 

Island are to.be of paramount importance in the shaping of the policies of.both 

Governments, with respect to the :Particular matters for vrhich each Government is 

responsible. 

The foundations for this joint policy have already been laid as a result of 

the agreement on administrative co-operation concluded in June 1953· That 

agreement provided for consultation and co-operation in administrative matters of 

common concern) such as quarantine, agriculture and education -- very important 

matters in ·primitive) tropical) under-developed countries. This· consultation ;Jill 

be continued,. and expanded into other fields as necessary, to ensure that the 

develo~ment po~icies of the two Governments do not get out of line and are 

consistently directed towards producing the conditions that will enable the 

people of both parts of the Island to determine their o~~ future. 

·, \ 
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Let us never forget that the Indonesian claim is not merely a claim to 

territory. He are dealing here with :people. The United Nations cannot ignore 

their interests or preclude their right to be consulted about their .political 

future. We cannot impose on them an irrevocable association with Indonesia when 

there is no evidence that this is the wish of the local population. In essence, 

the Indonesian case is that the people of Western New Guinea -~ Papuans, who are 

very different from the :people of Indonesia -- are to be handed over, with the 

support and blessing of the United Nations, from one nation to another, to be 

compulsorily separated forever from their fello>vs in the great Island of New 

Guinea. 

Vlhat I have sa~_d. amcunts to this: The issue brought to the First Committee 

by Indonesia is purely and Slmply a claim for the transfer of territory and 

:population. It is not a colonial issue. There is no indigenous popular 

movement in Netherlands New Guineawhich demands union with Indonesia. There is 

no threat to the peace arising from conditions in Western New Guinea; in fact, 

the situation is perfectly quiet and normal there, as it has been throughout the 

last seven yea~s. It is surely anomalous that a country which has only recently 

gained its own independence should demand that the United Nations give support and 

encouragement to its claim that three-quarters of a million :people, the 

indigenous inhab~tants of Netherl~nds New Guinea, be brought under its control 

without any prospect of choosing their own political future. On the other hand, 

the Netherlands offers them the promise of self-determination as soon as they are 

able to make the choice. We in Australia believe that the people of Vlestern New 

Guinea must be assisted to prepare for self-government. We believe that that 

should be the view of the United nations. The joint Netherlands-Australian 

statement represents, I submit, a positive and constructive policy for the future 

of New Guinea. 

In his statement,yesterday, the representative of Indonesia suggested that 

the Dutch-Australian joint statement had military implications in addition to 

those aims openly referred to in the document. On behalf of the Australian 

Government, I state categorically that any such suggestion is completely 

unfounded. I should be grateful if this friendly assurance could be conveyed to 

the Indonesian Foreign Minister, ~~. Subandrio, by the members of his delegation. 
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The joint statement is no more than it purports to be -- namely, an undertaking 

by both Governments that they will follow ~olicies in the ~olitical, economic, 

social and educational fields which take into account the ethnological and 

geogra~hical affinity of both ~artsof the Island, and will continue to do this 

until the indie:enous ~eople are in a position to determine their own future. 

I do not intend.t::Jday to deal in any detail with the allegations made 

yesterday by the Soviet Fnion represento.ti ve. I spol:e at once yesterday to 

rebut these extraordinary So·!ie'7. charges regarding Australia 1 s policy 1 and 

particularl~r A1.lstralia' s attituc3 tovaris New Guinea and t':le countries of Asia. 

I wish to stress once ae;aia i!l this conuexion that we r~.:jzct categorically the 

. ridiculouE Sovh't suggestio!..'. tl:.at the joint stetement of the Australian and 

Netherlancs Gover~ents is directed against the interests of the Indonesian 

people. The j0int stat<::me:'.lt is directed towards one thing, and one thing only 

the interests of the people of Neil Guinea. 
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Regarding the connexion wh:i.ch the Soviet representative sought to infer 

between this joint statement and SEATO, this is of course completely absurd and 

I am sure it will not serve the obvious purpose of the Soviet representative 

which is simply to raise doubts and confuse the Committee about ~ joint 

statement of policy that has a clear and simple mean5.ng. Of course, everybody 

knows that the Netherlands is not one o~ the members of SEATO. 

Iviy observations so far have related prima1·ily to the positive side of the 

case for the retention of the ststus q14~ in Netherlands Ne1., Guinea. I have •··---·-· 
shown that the:re is no case fOi: interru:.t?ting tee Net~erlands j_n its task. This 

conclusion is reinforced by the weak.1esa cf tl1e legal and political aspects of 

the Indonesian cJ.aim. 

In i·;·.s initial presentation -- although the empho.sis has since changed 

consiclerably -- t~e Indonesian claim to Western New Guinea rested on the primary 

ground that. und.er the Found Table Confe:~ence Agreements in 1949 sovereignty was 

legally trancferred ta Indonesia .:,nd that the Netherlands was, in effect, now 

illegally administering the territory of Neu Guinea. This allegation was based 

on a unilateral interpretation by Indonesia of the Round Table Conference 

Agreements, a unilateral interpretation that cannot be supported by an objective 

reading of that document. It is very significant that Indonesia has consistently 

rejected the putch offer to have the International Court of Justice eive a ruling 

on the matter. In any event, as we knoH, Indonesia unilaterally abrogated the 

Round Table Conference Agreements in 1956, so it can hardly now adduce them in 

its support. 

Following the abroga~ion of these agreements, Indonesia seems to have 

shifted its legal grounds. These nm., appear to rest mainly on the "Proclamation 

of Independence" in August 1945; but; as the representative of the Netherlands 

pointed out at the eleventh session, Ne'tl Guinea Has not included in the specific 

list of territories comprising Indonesia as given in a number of authoritative 

Inaonesian statements at that time. 

Indonesia r s refusal to submit its case to the International Court shm'ls i..lP 

its claim for uhat it really is -- namely, a political claim on the territory 

of a neighbour. In a world where frontiers have ebbed and flowed over the 

centuries, it would seem to my delegation to be an extremely dangerous precedent 
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for the United Nations to give its support, however, indirect, to the . 

prosecution of a territorial claim by one Member State against another. Where 

is this process to stop, if it once begins? 

It may be argued that there is no harm in the General Assembly merely 

endorsing a .claim for negotiations and establishing machinery to assist in these 

negotiations. This, it may be suggested, 1rill take some of the heat out of 

the New Guinea question and :perl.taps help to me.ke a solution easier. I fully 

. appr~ciate the excell:;nt mot::!.1~s which inspire some delegations which hold this 

view. The Australian delf3g1".tic:::t, L'Jwcver, is st!"ong:.y of the view that this 

is a serio~s misconceptiono 

!n tl1e fi::;:e+; plc.ce 1 i-!; :!.s s1.:crs:ly imiJrOper for the Genera.l AssAmbly to help 

further a claim by one Member if it doe.s not fe<:Jl that a reason!ible, or at least 

arguable, case ~as been m&de out for it. Secondly, the Indonesian Government 

has ahmys refuo.:"d to cousider anyGhing less than the full transfer of' sovereignty. 

Those who SU?por"'.; rene~·red negoti&~vicns should not lose sight of the fact that 

negotiations did take place in 1950, and that during these the Netherlands made 

a series of proposals des.igned to bridge the differe.o.1ce between the Dutch and 

the Indonesian viewpoints. The history of these discussions can be found ~ the 

official records of the Security Council in document S/2087 of 13 April 1951. 
This document is a report to the Council by the United Nations Commission for 

Indonesia and it contains the following comment by the Commission in paragraph 57: 
"The Indonesian Government was prepared to resume negotiations only if 

it were understood in advanc~ that. sovereignty over Western New Guinea 

would be transferred to Indonesia". 

This clearly remains the Indonesian aim, and in these circumstances, a call 

for negotiations is foredoomed to failure. All that an appeal by the General 

Assembly for negotiations between the two parties would accomplish would be 

initially to raise unjustifiable hopes about a settlement; and, when the call for 

a solution through negotiations proved fruitless, .to generate a demand for 

stronger United Nations action in succeeding years. The ultimate effect, I fear, 

would be not to reduce tension between Indonesia and the Netherlands, but to 

increase it. 

.· . 
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In studying the records of previous debates on this subject, I have been 

struck by the fact that, apa~t from the communist countries,-- of course the 

Communists have their mm fish to fry in Asia -- there are very few merr,'oers of 

this Committee that accept and endorse Indonesia's claim to Netherlands 

New Guinea as well founded. Most of the delegations represented here recognize 

that there is something wrong with a. legal claim that the claimant is not 

pre~ared to submit to a court of law. Most of the delegations represented here 

recognize that it is not the function of the General Assembly to undertake or 

promote transfers of territory from one Member State to another. Most delegation:... 

I am sure, are equally op-posed to the involuutaj_~y trg.nsfer of populations from 

one State, that has commit"!.,erJ. itself' to fostering ·iJhe self-determination of 

those peo:9le, to another State '·rhich doe_s not e-ren admit their right to express 

themselves on their 01-m political future. Yet a number of delegations, that do 

not support, I feel, t:1e substance of the Indonesian claim, and are often most 

careful to avoid the use of any >;ords that might tend to support the substance 

of the claim, nevertheless have been prepared to vote for, and perhaps even to 

sponsor, resolutions calling for negotiations between the Netherlands and 

Indonesia on this claim. To some extent this attitude is an expression of 

courtesy and goodwill towards Indonesia. To some extent it is a reflection of 

a feeling of solidarity on the part of other countries which, like Indonesia, 

have only recently gained their independence and whose sympathies instinctively 

go tmvards Indonesia in any difference of opinion it may ha:ve with the Netherlands, 

as the former rulin~ power. These are emotiona~ reactions. One can understand 

such emotions and even appreciate their nobility. But such emotions do not 

necessarily lead to wise or just decisions. 

Some delegations, again, seem to feel that since Indonesia has appealed to 

the United Nations, and has lodged a complaint against the Netherlands which the 

Netherlands refuses to entertain, this imposes an obligation on the United Nations 

to undertake some sort of conciliatory or mediatory activity, thoroughly 

impregnated with goodwill towards both parties to be sure, but without any regard 

to the merits of the case. The United Nations, we are told, must endeavour to 

harmonize conflicting interests; it cannot reject an appeal to promote the 

peaceful solution of any international problem; it must act. If not, we are 

told, Indonesia will. lose faith in the United Nations, and in the method of 

peaceful negotiation. 
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I l;:now that this line of argut1ent is superfici.ally attractive. But 

consider where it l~ads. Any country c~n -- if it dares -- lay claim to 

anothe::.· country 1s terri tory, and, perhaps, when the other country refuses, submit 

its claim to the United Nations. It need. not submit the legal issues to the 

Intern~tional Court; all it need do, apparentl~r, is to convince enough people 

that because its claim to so:;leone else 1s terri tory has been re,jected, there is an 

international dispute which the United Nations should settle by pacific means. 

And so, regardless of wh2ther the territorial claim has any le;sal or other 

foundation, the United rrationf' ~r.ll be urged no"':, to tnrn th~ cla.i1nants away, but 

to use its good office::~ to g:;t negoti:l.ti:ms gcinc -- negotiations that cannot 

reach any conclusion unless the claim is either abandored or conceded. 

Tl1is is not the purpoce ~or which the United Nations 1-ras established, to 

bring mor':ll p:cessure to bear upon nations to start negotiating 1vith those who 

vish to deprive them o:' their terri tory-- terri tcry the legal title to w·:1ich the 

claimant is not p1·epared to test in a court of la.w. 

Mr. Chairman, you suggested yesterday that speakers in this debate might 

complete their general statements by expressing their vie>rs on the draft 

resolution presented, on behalf of the various sponsors, by the representative 

of Ceylon. I accept your suggestion respectfully, Mr. Chairman. 

is not able to vote for this draft resolution. 

Australia 

I propose to show the true intention and purpose of this draft resolution. 

If this draft text were adopted, it would mean that the United Nations would 

have been led into a situation of giving implicit support to a unilater·al claim 

put forward by one Member State to gain possession of some territory of 

another State, and to absorb the people of that territory. It does not matter 

whether the draft resolution purports to be moderate in its '.rording. The fact 

is that its intention has dangerous implications for the worting of this 

Organization, is quite out of harmony with the Charter, and, if achieved, could 

be used as an unwarranted precedent for the prosecution of claims directed against 

established sovereignty over territories and established forms of administration 

concerning peoples. 

f 
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The General Assembly has in the past three years dealt successively in one 

way or another with varied proposals Giving expression to the Indonesian position 

on this matter of Netherlands New Guinea. In 1954, a draft resolution somewhat 

similar in form to the present draft failei of adoption in the Assembly. In 1955, 
the AsE>embly, w:i.thout debating the substance, approved a proceclural formula. 

In 1956-1957, a further attempt to secure the benediction of the United Nations 

for prosecution of the territorial claims of Indonesia ouce more met with failure. 

In 1954, when this matter was unhappily brought here for the first time, 

Indonesia alone tabled a draft 1esolution on the open:'ng day of the debate in 

the First Committ2e. 'Ihe Iicdones:.an caGe in 195\ W:J.S 'oasc:d on the Round Table 

Conference held :in The HGtcue in 191.~9 and, mm·e .spec if ic:J.lJ y, on the Charter of 

Transfer of' Sovereignty. The Ir:dotesian draft resoL:tion of 1951+ referred to 

the ne1v relationship establis.hed at the ~to'J.ocl 'I'o.ble Crmfel e'lce bet1v-een the 

Netherlands and Indonesia and called on Incioncc;j_a and the Ne~:>ce::cln;::ds to resume 

negotiations vii chout d!7lay within the frrmte>:mrk of the Rounc:;. Table Agreements. 

This vras the request which the United r:s..-t:!.onc was asked, in 1954, to endorse. 

What occurred? Indonesia was unable to bring the dl~a.ft resolution to a vote 

because many rep:cesentatives regarded itc provisions as going far beyond the 

competence of this Committee; that is to say, the Cor.ll!littee was being asked to 

make an interpretation of an international treaty -- furthe~more, an international 

treaty the interpretation of which Indc>:..esia hact been unwilling to submit to 

the International Court of Justice for a:1l4udico.tion. 

In these circumstances, a so-called tf cor.Tpc-orrise 11 draft resolution was 

introduced by eight countries. Although this compro~ise draft resolution 

Was adopied in the First Committee, it failed to get the necessary majority in 

the Assembly's plenary session. But it is worth comparing its text with the 

text of the present draft resolution because, in a sense, this so-called draft 

resoluti.on of 1954 reay be regarded as the parent of this draft resolution, 

The first preamble of the 1954 compromise draft resolution. and the first 

preamble of this year's draft resolution are virtually the same. In 1954 the 

second preamble was a direct reference to the Round Table Agreements, and 

particularly to the Charter of Transfer of Sovereignty. The third and fourth 

preambular paragraphs also recalled the ideals of friendship and co-operation 

to which Indonesia and. the Netherlands had pledged themselves explicitly in the 

Round Table Agreements. 
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This year, of course, there is no reference whate"Ier i'n the draft 

resolution to tbe Round Ta-ble f,greements. . How· could the:r-e be, since these 

Agreements have been unilaterally abrogated by Indonesia? Instead we have a 

second preamble: 11Vie·..ring with deep conc~rn that the prolongation of this 

political dispute is likely to enda.nt;er the peaceful development of that area". 

This is unn.cce};ltable to us because w-e. see no presen~ dang~r to the peaceful 

development of the area of New Guinea. But hew are we to account for the 

re-inclusion of this notion cf alleged dangers to peace in the area which figured in 

the original Indonesian draft cf 1951~? This vms om:it-t,ed from the eight-Power 

draft in 1954, pt'esul112'bly ·bcca1'se ti1~ SP.pportc1 s of :Lndonesi'=l at that ti.me did 

not in f~ct feel any de~p con2ern or conviction in this respect. In seeldng a 
ree.son why thir; pm·ticular prearr.ble has been inserted again this year, 'ive must, 

unfm·tu:cately, taJ~e into account public .stateme;.1ts which have recently been made 

in IndoneEia. 

Last year and the year befo:ce we learned nothing in the Assembly of any 

reasons vhy tne United Nations should feel deep concern at ·the possibility' that 

the peaceful development of Netherlands Neiv Guinea would be endangered. 'ifuy 

must such a contingency be brought up this year? 'He are now told by official 

Indonesian spo:~esmen that if the claim to Netherlands New Guinea is not 11 satisfied11 

Indonesia will have to employ other means, must embark upon another course, have 

resort to methods which will startle the world, and so on. 

Only a fev.r months ago the General Assembly declined to endorse Indonesia's 

claim to this territory. Now, apparently, Indonesia considers it appropriate 

to come back to the Assembly again, this time vTi th a background of statements that, 

I am sorry to say, sound very much like threats. Is the United Nations to 

accept this foundation for promoting the prosecution of territorial claims in the 

United Nations by one lv1ember State against another? 

the Charter and a most dangerous precedent. 

This would be contrary to 

The operative parag.L·aphs of the unsuccessful 1954 compromise draft 

resolution also afford some interesting comparisons with this year 1s draft 

resolution. 
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Both the 1954 draft resolution and the present draft resolution are aimed 

at getting Indonesia and the Netherlands to pursue their endeavours in respect 

of New Guinea, but the 1954 resolution was less ambitious than this year 1s. In 

1954 the Netherlands and Indonesia were requested to report to the neA~ session of 

the General Assembly, while this year an attempt is being made to :i.mpose some sort 

of vague supervisory machinery in the form of the Secretary-General to assist the 

Netherlands and Indonesia as he deems fit in the implementation of this resolution, 

and to report to the next session. 

The resolution which 1vas rejected at the eleventh session of the General 

Assembly, as recently as Mar8h of this year, alLo offered some mediatory machinery, 

namely, a good offices commission to assist Indonesia and the Netherlands in 

negotiations and to report to tJe ~resent session. It NBS perfectly plain at the 

eleventh session that many delegations were extremely disturbed at this proposed 

procedure of imposing a good offices body to asGist in negotiations which were 

unacceptable to one of the parties named. In effect, the proposal was still that 

the United Nations should take steps to force the parties together with a view to 

"negotiating11 an acceptance of the Indonesian territorial claim. The failure of 

that resolution is of such recent date that the circumstances must still be clearly 

in the minds of many representatives here today. 

Now I turn to the operative paragraphs of the present draft resolution 

(A/C.l/L.lS3). The first operative paragraph invites both parties to pursue their 

endeavours to find a solution of the dispute in conformity with the principles of 

the United Nations Charter. What is the meaning to be attributed to the phrase 

"to pursue their endeavours to find a solution of the dispute in conformity with 

the principles of the United Nations Charter"? It is necessary to be very careful 

of the meaning we attribute to words in such a resolution. In the first place, 

what is the 11 dispute 11 that is referred to? The word "dispute" has, in ordinary 

language, various shades of meaning ranging from a difference of opinion through 

an argumentative controversy to an outri~ht quarrel. However, when the word 

"dispute" is used within the context of a legal instrument it acquires a specific 

operative meaning because the recognition of a dispute entrains such action as may 

be provided in lavT or in a particular organization for the settlement of disputes. 
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In the 1954 resolution 11 the dispute that now exists between t:.e :par-:-ies11 clearly 

meant a dispute w5.thin the context of t'he Round Table Aereome·::cts -w:·r~ch themselves 

provided for negotiations on matters that remained in dispute betv-s(:m the 

Netherlands and Ii.ldonesia at that time. 'rhese includci Inuonesia 1 s cla:.i m that 

Ne'r Guinea should be included in the terri tory whose soveroig:1ty was transferred 

to InclGl1Posia, a claim which the Netherlands was not prepared. to admit. Vlhen 

Indonesia a.brog~~ated those Hound ':'able Agreercauts it e:as-troyed the framework in 

which that particular dispute e:xisted, and in which thoy might have pursued their 

endeavours to settle it. 

In what ssnse t'len is th::;re st.:.ll a dispute over Netherlands New Guinea? 

Is there e. disp:.::-',:,e conce;.'ni:lg tbe interpretation of a treaty or concerning the 

existence of any i'act vihich if established would cons·ti tute a breach of the 

Netherlands inter~1ational obligations'? If so, it is a legal dispute within the 

frame1vork of t:t.~: Statute of the Internatione~ Court of Justice. Article 36 of the 

Statute of the Court r:akes that cJ.ear. But Indonesia will not hear of this. 

Is there a dispute in the sense of Chapter VI of the United Nations Charter, 

that is, a dispute the continuance of which is likely to endanger the 

maintenance of international peace and security'? Do the sponsors of the draft 

resolution before this Committee seriously propose that the United Nations should 

establish the existence of a dispute within the meaning of Chapter VI of the 

Charter? Such a dispute ivould be ciifferent in nature from the dispute that existed 

under the novr extinct Round Table Agreements. Before establishing the existence 

of such a dispute the United Nations surely wol'ld be obliged to ask who proposed 

to take action likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and 

security. 

Of course, the draft resolution avoids this issue, so embarrassing for 

Indonesia. It simply invites both parties to pursue their endeavours to find a 

solution of the dispute in conformity with the principles of the Charter, but 

without defining the nature of the so-called dispute. 
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We must then ask what is the meaning to be attributed to the word 

"endeavours"? What can this mean but the resumption of the negotiations 

concerning the political status of the territory? Does this mean anything more 

than putting :pressure on the Netherlands '-io hand over Netherlands i~evT Guinea to 

Indonesie.? 

If this be so, what meaning ie to be attached in th14 draft resolution 

to the ·Hords ''in con.forrr1i ty with tho p:l.'inciplfl e of the U~ 1:i,ed Nat ions Charter"? 

Is it in conformity with the United lla.tionE.J Chorter to retnse to submit a 

legal issue to the Inte:c•natio;~.al Co·1rt of Justice, and then try and whip u:p 

international pr8ssure e.gah:cat one 1 s opj?onent, as well as uttering threats? I 

must say that or;r1rative paregraph 1 ctr:i.l<::es my delegat5_on as being completely 

impossible of adoption by t0e G-eileral Assembly in present circumstances. 

Hegarding operative paragraph 2, the proposal to appoint the Secretary-General 

to assist the :ra.rties in the implementation of this resolution is, of course, 

objectionable in view of the contradictions, ambiguities and one-sided 

interpretations contained in the fi~st ope~ative paragraph. Moreover, since we 

know that all that would happen if the Assembly were to adopt a resolution of 

this nature 1vould be that Indonesia would use the opportunity to press its 

"all or nothing" claim to take over Netherlands New Guinea, it seems hard to see 

in what way any impartial person or body appointed under such a resolution could be 

of any assistance. 

The proposal for a report to the next Assembly could only have the effect of 

bringing this matter back a0ain as a continuing source of friction. 

I think I have made it plain to the Committee that the Australian 

delegaton is strongly opposed to this draft resolution and hopes that it will not 

be adopted. The First Committee cannot decide the legal issues involved. It is 

certainly not competent to interpret treaties or to say whether they have 

been implemented or not. Above all, the United Nations should not lend itself to 

endorsing an "all or nothing" territorial claim by one member country against 

another. 
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Finally, having said why my delegation firmly rejects the contents of this 

draft resolution and the intention of it, I would like to draw attention again 

to something that is not to be found in it. The draft resolution makes no 

reference to the people of Netherlands New Guinea, or where they may stand in this 

matter, or how their interests are to be preserved in accordance with the 

principJ..es of the Cha,rter. The draft resolution simply omits ano. ignores the 

people of netherlands New Guinea. This is a most eloquent silence. 

lfll'. de Barros (Brazil) Vice -Cha.i~, took the Chair. 

Mr. MIYA~~~l (Ja:;;an): The delegat: en of ,Japan participated, for the 

first time, in the c"'..e:>:'.te of this question lFcsc year. In the course of last year's 

debate, the position cf the Government of Japan concerning the question of 

Hest Irian was clearly stated in a speech by a representative of Japan. To 

itemize the vie''Ts e:x:pressed in that speech, they are as follows: .first, the 

United Pat ions sl".ould concern itself in the question of Hest Irian; secondly, 

the United Nations is not in a position to dictate the lines of action which the 

parties conc2rned should te.ke; thirdly, the countries directly concerned should 

proceed p:'.'om:pGly to negotiate for a peaceful settlement in a constructive and 

reasonable spirit; and fourthly,the United Nations should endeavour to facilitate 

the resumption of negotiations, 

About two years before the above-mentioned speech, my country had another 

occasion to meke its position in the matter vlidely known, Japan participated in 

the Asian-African Conference held at Bandung and put a signature to a document, 

containing an agreed policy ,among others_, on the \vest Irian question, namely, 

the Final Communique of the Bandung Conference, The relevant passage of the 

Communique said: 

"The Asian-African Conference, ir::. the context of its express attitude 

on the abolition of colonialism, supported the position of Indonesia in the 

case of West Irian based on the relevant agreement between Indonesia and the 

Netherlands. 
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"The Asian-African Conference urged the Netherlands Government to 

re-open negotiations as soon as possible, to implement their obligations under 

the above-mentioned agreements and expressed the earnest hope that the 

United Nations would assist the parties concerned in finding a peaceful 

solution to the dispute." 
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These are two outstanding instances in which the broad policy of my , 

Government was so far made public in connexion with the question of West Irian •. 

The position of the Government of Japan, with reference to this question, has 

not undergone a change since last jear, nor, for that matter, since the 

Bandung Conference. There has not been any new development, in.the opinion of 

my delegation, that would call for any change. 

The people and the Government of Japan have a deep sJ%pathy for all the 

countries that achieved independence after the war and an ardent hope to see 

advancement made in all fields of their nationcl act:!.vities. 

Japan agreed vvith other participants in the Ba;.1dt::.n:3 Conference in declaring 

that "colonialiEm in all its manifestations is an evil -vrhich should speedily be 

brought to an end. 11 

However, the q,uestion of Hest Irian is a complex one. It originated in th~ 

process of readjuctment after vlorld War II, in bringing about some balance between 

divergent influences. It may be inaccurate to classify it as a mere colonial 

issue or a mere territorial question. 

Fur1dament0lly, there is a deep gap between Indonesia and the Netherlands. 

in the interpretation of the Charter of Transfer of Sovereignty. I will not 

repeat the different interpretations presented by both part~es as they are already 

¥rell known to this Committee. 

Such confrontation of different interpretations of a treaty is deplorable, 

especially as it is continuing bet¥reen two countries with vrhich Japan is on 

close and friendly terms. But, in a vray, it might have been inevitable 1 since 

the treaty itself was a product of compromise by each of the parties concerned 

with a view to enabling the speedy independence of Indonesia. It was concluded 

at the cost of allowing an interpretation advantageous and convenient to each of 

the two parties. Herein lies the seed of dispute confronting us today. In the 

opinion of my delegation, this is a circumstance with great historical signi~icance 

that should always be borne in mind by all parties concerned in the evaluation of 

the West Irian question. This circumstance may be considered as obligating each 

disputant to pursue further negotiations. This must be a pivot around which 

future negotiations may revolve. 
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The one-year period mentioned in article 2 of the Charter of Transfer of 

Sovereignty should be construed as giving a mere target period in which negotiations 

were to be terminated. Unless it was intended as a subterfuge from the beginning, 

this p?~ry:rision should not be interpreted as giving advantage to a party which, 

by tak.ir.:; an intransigent attitude, delays the conclusion of the negotiations 

beyond the time limit. It is not to be inferred here, however, that in actuality 

intransigency prevailed in the negotiations that tooK place; logic alone is here 

stated. 

The United Nations conce:::-ned itself with t.he c;u.estion of West Irian in its 

initial or even prel~.m~_:::..ary stages. The Unitec Nat2..c:J.G Commission for Indonesia 

was present at the Round Te.'.>le Conference held at The Hague to assist the parties 

in their negotiations. It was this United Nations Commission which suggested 

as a compromise between the confronting views of both parties -- the wording 

actually used in the text of the Charter of Transfer of Sovereignty. Therefore, 

as stated by the representative of Jordan yesterday, my delegation believes that the 

United Nations is responsible, at least partially, for a peaceful settlement of 

this question~ Hhich originated mainly in the ambiguity of the wording of the 

treaty concluded at that Conference. As I have already admitted, it was at that 

time inevitable or even wise to have left it as it was. Nevertheless, for this 

same reason, the United Nations is under obligation to the parties concerned and 

the world in general to find a solution of the question in particular, in addition 

to this Organization 1 s inherent obligations as a world organ for the peaceful 

settlement of disputes, 

The Japanese delegation wishes to make clear here at this stage of the debate 

that it is not its intention to countenance the claim of sovereignty of one of 

the contending parties before negotiations tru~e place. To cite an example, the 

Government of Japan views the national feelings of the Indonesian people with 

great sympathy, but finds it difficult to agree to the wording of the explanatory 

memorandum attached to the requests. The passage in ~uestion reads, "West Irian, 

the easternmost part of the Republic of Indonesia. 11 My delegation is constrained 

to take exception to this clause on the ground that this wording could be 

interpreted as prejudging the result of the negotiations that may be taking place 

between the two parties. In stating this, my delegation wishes to mru~e it clear 

that it wants to follow the process of logic. 
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The wording of the explanatory memorandum notwithstarding, the draft 

resolution ccmtained in document A/C.l/L.193 submitted by t:1e delegation of 

Indonesia together with eighteen sponsoring countries to the present Asserebly 

does not ask for the settlement of the substan~e of the question, but merely 

invites further endeavours for a solutio~ and requests the assistance of the 

Secretary-Gene:ral. He are ·(rell aware of the Indonesian claim in regard to the 

sovereignty of Hest Irian. Therefore, we ce.n rightly concede that the Indonesian 

proposal as embodied in the nincteen-Povrer draft resolution is a very modest 

request indeed E:l,:::matlcg from ·che Indnnesian dele3at:1.on. The Japanese C.elegation 

strongly sur:;ports such a proposal for tl1e res.sor.s already stated and is unable 

to share the view that negotiations would be futile when the difference of views 

is as wide as at present. 

My delegation feels that there are many things still undone in connexion 

with the q_uestiun of Hest Irian. For instance> one of the reasons for the 

maintenance of the .§tatus quo.. of the Resiclency of New Guinea is given in article 2 

of the Charter of Transfer of Sovereignty as "the limited research that has been 

undertaken and completed with respect to the prob2.em of New Guinea." It indicates 

that both :parties \·rere mrare tlle.t a fuller research might have narrowed the gap 

between them. A later attempt at a more complete reGea:rch has not been successful. 

In the event +.be nineteen-·roi.rer joint draft resolution is adopted and as 

a result of such :::J.eg·)"tiations bE:ing held, a fuller and more impartial investigation 

may be made availacle, which wou.ld murk a great step toward a satisfactory 

soluticn of the problem. The suggestion may be made that perh!;!.ps the United Nations 

may be able to assist such an investigation. 
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r.rhe draft resolution pefore us, in essence, points to the advisability of 

negotiations being res~ed. It does not cal~ for the settlement of the questjon 

by the General Assembly. It is just as well. The question of the sovereignty 

or the political sta:tus of ~lest Irian may be best discussed in the course of such 

resumed negotiations. It is in this sense that my delegation. would like to 

register its strong support of the draft resolution before us. Furthermore, 

my delegation holds that the United Nations cannot escape from the responsibility 

it once assumed and left unfulfilled and that it is the least that the United 

Nations can do in the matter to help pnd facilitate the reopening of negotiations 

between the Netherlands e.nd Indonesia. 

Hr. NAJIB-ULIAH (Afghanistan): In the last few years --as vrell as 

during this session -- the Afghan delegation has follo~·red with great interest, 

care and consideration the debe.tes in the United Nations General fl.ssembly on 

Hest Irian. 

He have close fraternal relat;i.ons -vrith Indonesia. He had the privilege of 

Welcoming its independence in 19l~6. Perhaps the first per!llanent diplomatic 

mission of Indonesia was established in the Afghan capital. He also took part 

in the conference of Asian nations on Indonesia in January 1949 in New Delhi, 

and we attended the o:ther important phases of the attainment of the independence 

of that great country. It was by mere coincidence that I had the honour of 

representing my country at the international conference of Asian peoples in 1949 
as well as on the occasion of the transfer of povrer which took place on 

27 December 1949 in lskarta. Our cordial relations with Indonesia continue 

and will develop in strength in the course of time. 

Ue have also deep sentiments of respect and friendship towards the Netherlands. 

1Ie had deep sympathy for the people and the State of the Netherlands during their 

trials and rlifficulties in the last war, and our friendly and economic relations 

With Holland have ¢l.eveloped more and more in these last years in accordance >-rith 

our mutual desires. •·•e are sure that the future will give, us more opportunity 

for closer links and co-operation With tbe Netherlands •. 
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If we syrnpntbizc with our Indones:!.an friends in their den::and, it is not 

out of any unfriendly feeling towards the Netherlands or any fanatical or 

emotional outlook. It is due to our objective approach to the problem and our 

appreciation of a fact: , namely, the evolution of dependent peoples tovrards 

freedom and independence. The appreciation of this fact is a great factor in 

deciding. the future destiny of Asia and Africa, as well as its unfortunate 

negation. 

i:e are the co-sponsors of a draft resolution Which proposes that both 

parties pursue their endeavours to find a solut:!.op to the dispute in conformity 

With the principles of the Unjted Natipns Charter. I do not think that a more 

conciliatory proposal could be offered. In taking part in this draft resolution, 

my delegation was considering the point of view of the Netherlands too; vrhich 

was so eloquently explained again by the eminent representative of the Netherlands. 

It is in consideration of the divergence of the views that ve place greater 

stress on pur suggestion that both parties should display all efforts to find 

a solution. That means that each side would find every possibility for tryjng 

to clarify its respective point of view, with the help of this great Organization, 

and to reach an understanding on the basis of justice and reason. 

I personally hnd the honour and privilege of being the instrument of my 

Government in the establishment of the. exchance of diplomatic missionn 

bet·~-reen the Netherlands and Afghanistan. I wa13 also the first representative of 

His Majesty the King to the court of The Hague. I have great personal admiration 

for that country and its genius. I had talks vri th my eminent butch friends and 

I appreciate their a1-rareness of the world evolution. I have heard from many 

responsible Dutch friends that the Netherlands as a country is more prosperous 

than happy now than when it was in possession of its former colony of the East 

Indies, because the· Dutch hnve based their economic lifa, iTi th their great 

ability and skill, on scientific nnd :new conditions. 

In any case, the points of vielf of both parties are eloquently explained 

in this Assembly by their eminent speakers. ~:'e do not find any necessity to 

take the time of this august body to argue on those points of view} except to 

repeat that 1-rhat the Afghan delegation proposes, jointly 'lvith so many other 

friendly delegations, is to proceed peacefully tolfards an understanding through 

negotia~ion anQ. all other methods of conciliation,under the auspices of the Unit~d 

Nations. I hope that this proposc.l vill meet 'lvith tbe c.p~JrovaJ of this !-isoembly. 

·., 
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Mr. K07..ACHE~ (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation 

from Russian): The dispute between the two Nembers of tlle United Nations, 

Indonesia and the Netherlands, on the question of Fest Irian has been going on 

for eight years. The General Assembly has tried three times to settle it. 

However, owing to the obstructionist position of a group of Hestern Powers, this 

dispute, which is the main cause of tension between the two countries, remains 

unsolved, while relations between the Netherlands and Indonesia continue to 

deteriorate. Friction between the two States becomes intensified with every 

passing year and presents a threat to stability in South East Asia. 

The question of the reunific~tion of vlest Irian with Indonesia is a problem 

of paramount importance not for Asia alone. The Netherlands Government has 

obdurately frustrated the reunification of \Jest Irian with Indonesia. Its 

refusal to engage in bilateral negotiations on this subject is nothing but an 

attempt to retain for an indeterminate period its colonial domination over a part 

of the inalienable territory of the sovereign Reptililic of Indonesia. 

vihat are the arguments of the Netherlands Government in support of its 

retention of colonial domination over \Jest Irian'? They argue, first of all, 

that Uest Irian has no connexions with any other parts of Indonesia and, secondly, 

that the unification of Hest Irian with Indonesia would be at variance with the 

interests of the population of the territory. 

character of these arguments should be clear. 

The artificial and fallacious 

It is well knmm that \'Jest Irian has been linked by fraternal bonds with 

Indonesia since time irnrnemorial. 'Hest Irian uas once part of Madjapahit, 

a state which existed in Indonesia between the thirteenth and sixteenth centuries. 

Indonesia existed as a. unitary whole together ui th vlest Irian :politically, 

economically and culturally. This was also the case while Indonesia was a 

Dutch colony. West Irian was an integral part of the Netherlands East Indies 

and was governed by the Netherlands together with and as a :part of that. colony. 

The unity of the former colony of -the Netherlands East Indies is confirmed 

by Netherlands legislative pacts, especially the Constitution of 1922. During 

the Second Uorld Har, the Irians fought bravely against the Japanese militarists, 

together with the whole po:pulation of Indonesia, along with the other Indonesian 

:provinces, for the independence and freedom of their fatherland. 
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Hhen the independence of Indonesia was proclaimed on 17 August 1945, all 

sorts of mendacious pretexts were used to keep Uest Irian as a colony of the 

Netherlands. To justify the retention of 'Hest Irian, the Netherlands Government 

now resorts to fallacious and often preposterous stratagems. It is alleged that 

the population of West Irian differs ethnically from the remainder of the 

Indonesian people. However, no great effort is re~uired to demonstrate that 

the population of !Jest Irian is surely closer to the pop,_uation of the remainder 

of Indonesia. than it is to the population of the Netherlands. It is universally 

known that many contemporary nations consist of different ethnic groups. Eyen 

the Netherlands itself is not unitary in its composition. At the present time 

the Dutch have 0vhe question of granting· permission to use the Frisian 

language in schools and courts in Friesland Province. 

Why do the Dutch claim that they are vested with the high mission of leading 

the population of West Irian along the path to progress'? The Indonesians, who 

for centuries found themselves under this guidance and leadership, are surely 

entitled to doubt the fruitful results of that leadership. That type of 

leadership left Indonesia after .300 years with a population 94 per cent 

illiterate. It left a heritage of a colonial structure in political, economic 

and social fields. The characteristic traits of this leadership are still to 

be seen in Hest Irian. They are distinguished by the utter absence of political 

freedoms, crass racial discrimination, a very low level of education and health 

services and a very low standard of living of the population. The true meaning 

of this guidance and leadership comes dovm to keeping this richly-endowed 

territory in the clutches of the Dutch, because the Dutch companies and the other 

foreign companies with which they are associated need the coal and oil of West 

Irian. The Netherlands and other colonial Powers with which the Netherlands 

acts in concert likewise need the military bases which are being built on the 

terri tory of \Jest Irian. 

It is no accident that the Dutch colonizers have stripped the Irian people 

of the most elementary civil rights: of the right to establish any political or 

trade union oreunization for example; of the right to have relationships with 

Indonesian citizens from Java, Sumatra and the Celebes; of the right to read 

newspapers published in Indonesia; of the right to participate in the political 

and social life of the country in general. In supressing the legitimate 
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aspirations of the Irians for unification and fraternity with the Indonesians, 

the Netherlands authorities are very busy arresting and jailing 'supporters of 

Irian freedom. 

In connexion with this repression, the Central Federation of Indonesian 

Trade Unions has sent a protest to the Netherlands Government demanding that the 

harsh repressiom age.inst the POl'~Ulation of Hest Irian should be halted. 

The population of ~Jest Irian lives in dreadful misery. The maximum pay of 

a skilled worker is less than half the minimum pay of a Dutch worker. Diseases 

are endemic, especially malaria. Many wo1·kers suffer from vitamin deficiency, 

and beri-beri is rampant. Millions of inhabitants are serviced by only one doctor; 

child mortality is as high as 40 per cent. As a result of epidemic diseases, one 

tribe has almost disappeared. All this shows that the continuation of the so

called civilizing activity of the Netherlands promises no good for the Irian 

people in the future, just as it promised no good for them during the past century. 

The happiness and uelfare of the population of Hest Irian will only flovl from its 

reunification with the independent and fraternal Republic of Indonesia. The Irians 

are fully alive to this fact, because they are actively struggling for 

reunification >vi th Indonesia. 

Therefore, the just struggle of the Indonesian people for the reunification 

of Hest Irian with Insonesia. commands the wholehee.rted support and sympathy of· all 

freedom loving peoples. The demands of Indonesia on the Hest Irian q,uestion were 

supported by the Bandung Co~£erence, at which countries with a population exceeding 

half the population of the globe were represented. The Bandung Conference 

expressed great hope that the United Nations would be able to assist the parties 

concerned in finding a peaceful solution of this dispute. 

The General Assc:c",bly he.s likewise received a. communication from the Horld 

Federation of Trade Unions, in which that organization strongly urges the General 

Assembly to adopt, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, an 

equitable and clear decision, recognizing the fact that West Irian should belong 

and does belong to the Republic of Indonesia. 

The reunification of \Jest Iri.an with Indonesia in a unified State is essential 

both for the well being of the people of \'lest Irian and for the well being of the 

p·eople of Indonesia., who have already gained independence. The reunification of 

\·lest Irian with Indonesia is called for by the principles of justice and the 

interests of peace throughout the world. 
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As long as West Irian is still dominated by a colonial regime, the situation 

in all of South East Asia will remain tense. West Irian is symbolized by the 

Indonesian people by the bird of paradise. We are sure that that bird of paradise 

does not wish to be cooped up in the cage of' colonialism. Sooner or later, it will 

fly out, and it is the duty of the United Nations to help free that bird from its 

cage as soon as possible. 

Allow me to conclude my words by quoting a statement of the President of the 

Indonesian Republic, Ytr. Sukarno: 

"The restoration of West Irian remains for us an unfulfilled part of 

our nationa.l political aepi:cations. This is the last payment of a colonial 

duty. He see our brethren who want their iw:Jepe1dence with us still in 

bonds. Therefore, our own national freedom is not yet complete. We cannot 

fully enjoy our own freedom so long as all of Indonesia has not yet been 

reunified and has not been able to enjoy the freedom which is the inalienable 

right of all men." 

'.rhe Ukrainian delegation will support the draft resolution appearing in 

document A/C.l/1.193 which has been presented to this Committee by a group of 

countries. 

Mr. PEIVE (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation from 

Russian): I should like to malce use of my right of reply. The representative of 

Australia, yesterday and again this morning, sought to refute some of the evidence 

and facts that were ~ited by the Soviet delegation. However, all that we heard was 

lr')ud b;::.t rather inapprorriate. The representative of Australia used very strong 

expressions in this Committee which were addressed to the Soviet delegation, but 

such expressions can never replace arguments or refute facts. I wish to say that 

nothing that the Soviet Union delegation said yesterday has been refuted. 
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Mr. SASTROAMIDJOJO (Indonesia): May I take this opportunity to make some 

remarks with regard to the statements made in particular by the representative of 

Australia this morning in.connexion with that made by the representative of the 

Netherl~nds, especially regarding some pertinent points which tl:tey attempted to 

stress in defending the Dutch colonial cause in Vlest Irian. 

In a sense, I am happy that they made that stress since that only .shows the 

difference of approach and policy of the Dutch and Australian attitude 1 and indeed 

the Dutch and Australian mind on the one hand, and the Indonesian attitude and policy 

with regard to Vlest Irian on the other hand, as supported by .so many Members of this 

l\.sse!1lbly, not only by the Eastern European countries, but also -- very expressly 

by the countries of Asia and Africa bound toge·~her under the resolutions 1 in 

particular the anti-colonia:!. resolutions ,of the Asian African conference in Bandung. 

It is amazing, h't maybe typical, of the at+;j_tn(1e of some colonial countries 

that tbe representative of Australia in his statement chooses to minimize the 

att1.tude of the Asian A.ml African countries which support tbe position of the 

Indonesian Goverlli~ent& 

The representative of Australia suggested that support is only an expression 

of courtesy an.d. good-will towards Indonesia, and that their attitude agf3,inst the 

retenticn of Dutch colonial rule in Vlest Irian is only one of emot:i.on. 

It is not for me to interpret the attitude of my Asian and African friends, 

but it is typical how countries like Australia feel entitled to minimize the 

attitude and policies of Asian and ·· fr:i.cn.n countries which are now 1nc1epenc1ent 

and sovereign countries, and which certainly assume no less responsibility than 

Australia, and indeed than uny other Western c.o11.ntry, in affairs of international 

character and importance. 

I do not think that the Australian statement will do good to the cause advanced 

by the Netherlands Government. 

As I said, it only shows the difference of policies and mind 'between colonial 

countries and ours, of the typical colonial attitude which, amazingly, still can 

be displayed in this august body of the United Nations. 

\-lith regard to the perrple of West Irian, for instance 1 I do not remember how 

many times the representative of Australia referred to the primitiveness of the 

West Irian people. He seemed satisfied that the Netherlands Government after more 
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than one hundred years "education" of' the West Irian people have maintained that 

people in a state of such primitiveness and such bacb.fardness. He oenied the 

existence of a movement in West Irian, together with the national movement of 

the whole Indonesia.n people struggling to full freedom and independence of the 

former Dutch East Indies. 

He seems to forget that many West Irians have been jailed or put in 

conce:r:tration camps in ~-lest Irian, tr.at the jails in Hest Irian were and still are 

filled with these freedom fighters in West Irian. Our recent reports only 

confirm the continue.tion and even the aggravation of this colonial suppression 

of freedom in Hest Irian. And yet the representative of Australia spoke of the 

serenity, of the so-called normal and quiet internal conditions in vlest Irian. 

Indeed, the arrests of nationalists and their jailing is a normal situation 

in colonial countries, and to call such a situation 11 quiet 11 sounds very familiar 

to us -- very familiar on the part of colonial ruleTs. 

Finally, I should like to reserve the right of my dele::;ation to clelib-erate on 

and to answer the statements made by the representative of Auetrs.lia at a la.~ifer 

stage of the debate. 

Mr. Abdoh resumed the Chair. 
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Dr. ISivT.AIL (Federation of Malaya): As will have been noted, my 

delegation abstained from voting in the plenary meeting of the General Assembly 

when it was :proposed that the question of West Irian or West Ne,·r Guinea should 

be included in the agenda of the twelfth session. My delegation abstained on 

that occasion for quite a simple reason. The question of the inclusion of this 

i tern on the agenda was debated. in the General Assembly on 20 Ceptember, only 

three days after our admission to the United Nations. As the representatives of 

a new Member and of a Government which, until a few months ago, had no 

responsibility and no dealings whatsoever in the f~reign relations of the country, 

my delegation thoue;ht it wise not to vote one W8,y or another on a matter upon 

which, I must confess, we were in no position to :ponder deeply and carefully, 

and which, we were aware, had great political and ereotional significance. 

Being a new Member of the United Nations, and hoping to play a useful :part in 

this family of nations, my country considered it wise to assume a middle rclj, 

particularly in matters which are in dispute beh1een our fellow Members of the 

Organize.tion. J;n general, the :position of my delega.tion remains the same today. 

On the question of vlest Irian, which is now befo:ce this Committee and vrhich 

will soon be debated in the General Assembly, my delegation is not interested in 

taking sides in a matter on which it is now quite convinced that there is a dispute 

betvreen t-vro of our fellow l'1erubers of the United Nations. He note with great 

regret that during previous sessions of the United Nations General Assembly draft 

resolution which recognized the existence of a dispute between Indonesia acd 

the Netherlands and sought to bring those countries together to find a peaceful 

solution to the dispute by negotiA.i:,ion in accordaLce vrith the principles of the 

United .Nations Charter itself failed to secure approval by the General Assembly 

because they were not successful in obtaining a two-thirds majority of Members. 

Could -vre, as Members of an Organization whose near-universality is one of its 

greatests assets and whose main objective is the maintenance of peace and 

contentment throu.;;hout the world, really ignore with a clear conscience the 

pleas of our Indonesian friends, supported by more than half of the Members of 

the United Nations, for assistance in finding a solution to a dispute through 

peaceful means? Could we really, in all conscience, make more than 200 speeches 

in the United Nations during the last three years, as the representative of the 
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Netherlands· he.s·.rem&rked,· on a problem and not find ways and means· of tolvin€f'that·; 

problem? .And ,can: we introduce fine distinctions as to the nature of the· dispute; .,. ... 

based on~ hard judicial grounds, as between disputes over the existing status ot' · 
the disputed territory and dispute over the future status of that territory;: as'· · · 

the Nethe·rl~d:s :representative has done? My Government is firmly convinced that ····· 

we should take .. C<:>gnizance of this problem, which is already causing international:)· 

fri.c.tion and. certainly a threat to peace in that part of the world. 

Peace iS:·really dear to our hearts -- peace in Southeast Asia and in thE( 

rest of the world. We are convinced that the J:Cature of the dispute between the'· 

Indonesian Government a::J.d the Netherlands Gover:::~ment will sooner or later threaten · 

peace in Southeast Asiao The dispute over West Irian has arisen because there 

exists in that and other parts of the world the problem of vestigial colonialism. 

Colonialism in its vestigial form can be as dangerous to the international body 

politic as colonialism in its full and accepted form. We should recognize, 

therefore, that the issue in the problem of West Irian is the issue of colonialism, 

and that this issue manifests itself in a dispute, as it must surely do, between 

Indonesia, once the subject of a colonial Power, and the Netherlands, the 

colonial Power itself. We should recognize also that it is cecause the issue is 

one of colonialism that it is particularly dangerous. 

It may be useful if I draw the attention of this Committee to the example of 

my own country, the Federation of Malaya, which recently has been able to discard 

its colonial status. As members of the Committee are aware, the Federation of 

Malaya, ~s a dependent territory of the United Kingdom before 31 August 19571 

consisted of nine Malay States, each with its own king or sultan under a treaty of 

protection with the sovereign of the United Kingdom, as well as the two territories 

of Penang and Malacca which were actual colonial possessions of the British Crown 

owing direct allegiance to the British Crown. Those two territories were what 

are called Crown Colonies. The British, when granting full sovereignty and 

independence to the Federation of ~alaya on 31 August of this year, in their 

wisdom gave away their sovereignty over the whole of the territory known as 

the Federation of Malaya, including the Crown Colonies of Penang and Malacca. We 

felt that the British had every justification for retaining Penang and ~alacca 

under the British Crown if they so desired. But true statesmanship it~elled them 
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to remove even the vestiges of eoloniali•m in the Malay Peninsula, because, as 

events had proved, the future good relations between the newly independent 

country and the former colonial Power could not be maintained if the colonial 

possessions of Penang and Malacca were to continue to remain in that status when 

the rest of the country was freed from colonialism. It was clear to us 1 as it 

was equally clear to the British, that the mantle of colonialism could not remain 

over parts of the whole territory, The forces of nationalism in Malaya, which 

had been able to achieve independence for the whole country by ·peaceful and 

const:autional means, would have resorted eventually, we fe9l sure, to other 
less peaceful methods if islands of colonialism had remained in the country. 
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He have heard in this debate expressions of respect by-colonial Powers 

for the principle of self-dete::.·mination. He have heard solemn prom:i.ses made 

by the Netherlands Government to grant to the inhabitants of the disputed 

territory the opportunity to decide their future for themselves as soon as they· 

are able to express their will. Being from a country Hhich ,.,as a colonial 

territory, I regret to say that these promises, hmv.ever genuinely they are made, 

ring hollovr in the ears of a colonial people. When Abraham Lincoln freed the 

slaves in this country, he did not do so after waiting for those Negro slaves 

to express their ;.rill &nd to ha•.re the opportunity to G.ecide fo:::- themselves. 

Abraham Lincoln abolished s::.every be2ause it is a crL.1~ against humanity. 

The United Nati0ns must apply the sa-:ne standarJ. in cor:sidering the case against 

coloniali;~m. My delegation is firmly convinced that t:1e United Nations can 

no longer bury its head in the sand and ignore the dispute which now exists 

betHeen two of its MenLers, a dispute which is the inevitable result cf' the 

problem of coloniaiis~, whe~her in its full form or in its vestigial form, as 

is the case with \Vest Irian. l-Ie have heard that perfect peace exists in 

vJest Irian and that there is no de.sire on the part of the inhabitants to oppose 

the policies of the colonial Power. The United Nations as a world Organization, 

and in accordance with the principles and purposes of its Charter, should 

consider the question whether the people of New Guinea would be better able to 

achieve a full life in association with Indonesia or by remaining a colonial 

people under a EtiTOpean Power. My Government stands firmly against any form 

of colonialism, wherever and whenever it ~rises in any part of the world, whether 

in New Guinea, in Africa or anywhere else. 

Some emphasis has been given, in the debate on this question, to 

ethnological and cultural aspects. It has been said that there are no 

ethnological and cultural links between the peoples of Vlest Irian and Indonesia. 

I sugg~st that there is some confusion here -- a confusion between racial 

characteristics and origins, on the one hand, and national entities, on the other. 

Indonesia is a national and political entity, regardless of the ethnological and 

cultural characteri.stics and origins of the groups of people which comprise 

the national entity. J:vly delegation therefore considers that the argument that 

Indonesia has no claim to the territory of Hest Irian because it has no 

ethnological and cultural affinity with the people of Hest Irian is not a valid 

one, and indeed this argument has quite dangerous implications to many countries. 
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Reference has also been made in this debate to the nature of the reactions 

which some of us here in this Committee may have to the question of West Irian. 

These reactions have been described this morning as emotional and as not 

necessarily leading to wise or just decis~ons. My delegation recognizes 

readily and q~ite openly recognizes -- that tpere is an emotional element in this 

dispnte between Indonesia and the Netherlands. I respectfully suggest that there 

is an eBotional content to all questions which find their w-a~r to this forum of 

world opinion, and we shall make a very grave mistake if we disregard and cast 

aside the emotional reactions o~ peoples to the issues before the world today. 

It is becanse coJ.onial:!..sm i t.3elf enc,endcrs deep emotio~lal rea.ction.o that we should 

find ways and means of rer:1.ov:.ng it from the face of th~ earth. It is the 

emotional :teactions of people;1 p,gainst colonialism which have IJrcduced the most 

aggressive types of nationalism. 

My delegation will therefore surport any me.'J,sure 1vhich seeks a peaceful 

solution to this dispute between t.im Me:::nbers of this Organization. It is a 

dispute ~hich is a direct result of the p~oblem of colonialism in its vestigial 

form -- a problem which must be solved if peace is to be maiatair~J in the area. 

The United Nations,. as an Organization dedicated to peace, cannot afford to 

ignore this problem. 

The meeting ro~"' _a_1_.J3• 50 _p.m. 


